
 
 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
4300030 SIDEBOARD COALS

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTION
These instruction are provided for your safety. It is important
that they are read carefully and completely before installation of fixture. 

CARE INSTRUCTION
Wipe all surfaces with soft dry or damp cloth.

Do not use any harsh cleaners (including ammonia-based products) or abra-
sives, as they might damage the finish.

PARTS INCLUDED
(A) Cabinet
(B) Metal Legs (2 pc)
(C) Metal Legs (2pc)
(D) Anti-Tip kit (2 pc)
(E) Hex Screws (10 pc)
(F) Hex Key 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION
STEP-1

A. Carefully remove Cabinet and all the components from the box. Recommended to spread a soft cloth/ material before directly placing the cabinet.
B. Place the Cabinet against it’s back and the legs below it. Make sure to match the nuts at the cabinet to the holes
in the leg.  
C. Tighten the screws through each hole in the leg with the Hex Key provided. 
D. Repeat for the other leg.
E. Turn the Cabinet Upright. As the product is large and heavy please make a team of at least 2 person while doing so. 
F. The inside Shelves have 3 positions to rest and can be adjusted easily. Please make sure to insert the shelves  diagonally to avoid any aggressive
     rubbing between parts.

Step -A & B Step—C 

Step—D Step—E 
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(Installing Anti-Tip kit)

PARTS INCLUDED (per set)
(A) Wall Metal Cleat (1pc)
(B) Cabinet Metal Cleat (1pc)
C

(D) Cable Bolts  (2set)
(E) Wall Anchors  (2 pc)
(F) Anchor Screws  (4 pc)

Tools Needed:
A. Hammer
B. Drill Machine
C. Screwdriver
D. Pencil

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
Step-1

A. Place the Cabinet Metal Cleat (B) at the back of the cabinet as shown and screw the anchor Screw (F) through the Cabinet Metal Cleat 
     (B) into the cabinet.
B. Determine the final placement of cabinet.
C. Place the metal wall cleat (A) on the desired location, and mark the hole openings on the wall with a pencil.
     Be sure to confirm precise levelness for accurate screwing.
D. Drill small pilot holes into the wall at the marked locations, and insert wall anchors (E) until flush with the wall.

Step-2
Place the Metal Wall Cleat (A) over the Wall Anchors and screw Wall Screws (F)
through the Metal Wall Cleat and directly into the Wall Anchors. Repeat Step-1& Step -2
for second set of Anti-tip too.

Step-3
A. Insert The Anchor Cable (  ) through The Cabinet Metal Cleat (B) as shown and screw the Cable Bolts (D) 
B. Insert The Anchor Cable (  ) through the Wall Metal Cleat (A) as shown and screw the Cable Bolts (D)
C. Repeat for the second anti-tip too.
     Be sure the cable bolts are fastened securely.
D. Your Anti-tip kit is installed.

Step — D Step -A  Step - B & C
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